Ruby+Associates provided erection engineering services to Hillsdale Fabricators in Miami Gardens, FL for the installation of the 17,000-ton shade canopy structure over the existing 65,000-seat capacity Miami Dolphins Hard Rock Stadium. These renovations included demolition procedures for the existing scoreboards and lighting, steel erection plans, structural cable installation plans, crane placement, clearance and capacity studies, design of temporary shoring, design of specialty erection aids and the development of rigging arrangements.

The project team included Ruby+Associates, erection engineers; Hillsdale Fabricators, fabrication and erection; Redaelli Tecna S.P.A., cable production and installation; and Esskay Structures, detailing.

The erection of the shade canopy was scheduled during the Miami Dolphins off season. To accommodate the schedule, significant subassembly of components into large, self-supporting sections was completed. Lifting these large subassemblies over the existing stadium required very large cranes, many multiple crane picks and involved more than 24 two-crane picks.

To mitigate risk, Ruby hired experienced crane operators and made sure that loads were limited to 75 percent of the cranes’ capacities. It was also essential to develop critical lift plans and accurately determine weight and center of gravity of the sections being lifted. Limiting crane movements and accurately determining weight and the center of gravity of each lifted load was an important safety standard.

Four cranes, four picks
For the heaviest and most complicated lifts Ruby planned four lift plans that would involve four cranes working in tandem to lift two 450-foot outer sideline box trusses weighing 700 tons each and two 350-foot outer end zone box trusses. Custom-designed lift frames ensured the loads were equally shared by the four cranes and that ground bearing pressure on the soil beneath the crane was kept within acceptable limits. The specially designed lift frames weighed 35,000 pounds each, but they were capable of safely lifting 350 tons. The lift frames were used to assure that the four cranes could share the load equally. Ruby’s team incorporated the entire length of each outer sideline and end zone box truss into a single lift. Over the course of the job, more than a dozen cranes were used to erect the structure.

“The existing stadium was in the way of any shoring that was needed for the erection of the canopy steel, and the schedule just didn’t allow for the installation of shoring and then repair of the finished stadium spaces,” said Allison Shenberger, project engineer/project manager, Ruby+Associates, Inc. “The idea to pick the 450-foot-long, 1.4-million-pound sideline box truss in one piece with the four large cranes solved the problem, and was one of the factors that allowed the project to be completed in time for football season.”

Of the 12 cranes used on the job site, there were four Manitowoc 1800s rigged with the 21000 Maxer, two Manitowoc MLC 650s with VPC, three Manitowoc 2250s and one Manitowoc Model 888. The cranes used on the project were provided by Maxim Crane Works and Erickson’s.

THE IDEA TO PICK THE 450-FOOT-LONG, 1.4-MILLION-POUND SIDELINE BOX TRUSS IN ONE PIECE WITH THE FOUR LARGE CRANES SOLVED THE PROBLEM, AND WAS ONE OF THE FACTORS THAT ALLOWED THE PROJECT TO BE COMPLETED IN TIME FOR FOOTBALL SEASON.

ALLISON SHENBERGER, Project Engineer/Project Manager, Ruby+Associates
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A cadre of some 12 crawlers were used to make dozens of multi-crane picks at Miami’s Hard Rock Stadium.